
Smoothing Balm

Unveiling

The art of hair styling and the practice of 
architecture are born of the same roots. 
Both creative cycles involve a complex 
process of carefully designing and 
constructing physical structures.  Both 
endeavor to utilize the finest tools and 
technology to practice their crafts and 
produce superior results.

design. create. 
construct.
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“I like to use Smoothing Balm on damp hair. I got the best results when I towel dried my client’s hair, applied a small 
amount of the product from root to end then blow dried hair with a 100% boar bristle brush. Then I finished the blow 
out by adding a small amount of Smoothing Balm to the ends with the tips of my fingers.” 

– Nicole Guerrero

“I’ve been loving adding it to my routine after the shower because it feels moisturizing. Pairing it with the Blow Dry 
Lotion works for my medium density and highly textured, curly hair and helps reduce dry time for my blowouts.” 

– Cynthia Valdez 

“What’s wonderful about Smoothing Balm is that it adjusts to all types of hair depending on the amount you use. 
Use a little for textures wary of product. A medium size for types that require a little more help like soft waves or 
slightly textured-compromised hair.  It works wonderfully when dried into hair or left to air dry. For very wiry to thick, 
curly textures use a large quarter size and let air dry for total soft control and chunky, touchable curls.” 

– Steve Elias

Exhibitions

Stylist Michelle Harvey used 
Smoothing Balm as a finisher on 
celebrity Jordan Fisher to tame, 
manage and smooth his curls.

With Smoothing Balm, Clay 
Nielsen created soft texture in 
this Elle Indonesia magazine 
shoot.
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Stylist Notations

To view new Smoothing Balm “how to” videos, follow us on social media or become 
a member of our professional site at www.number4hair.com/professionals. 
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Building the Foundation 
of Style

Number 4 High Performance Hair Care delivers aesthetically beautiful creations with stylers 
that are strategically formulated to resist humidity, provide heat protection, reduce frizz and tame 
flyaways with versatility and flexibility.

Introducing Number 4 Jour d’automne
Smoothing Balm, advocating for all 
hair textures in need of finesse, shine, 
hold and control.

“ When great works of art take shape, we recognize the foundational efforts and
  architectural purpose that transpire to create an element of beauty for all to admire.”

 – Toni Wells, Brand Director

Amenities 

As you make plans to erect your next style, what building materials will you choose?  Number 
4 selects the finest Anti-Aging, Color Protecting, Strengthening, and Purifying ingredients. 
Our Liquid Complex Culture is the backbone of our brand, defining all of our products and 
drawing upon water and an advanced delivery system that takes beneficial botanical agents and 
technology to achieve consistent high performance hair care results:

• Liquid Vibrance™ Complex (Black Currant, Algae, Yerba Mate)
 Color Enhancing and Protecting

Inspiration 

Number 4 Hair Care draws inspiration from all walks of life. Just like in hair 
design, architecture can be a cultural symbol or a work of art.  Architect 
Frank Gehry designed the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain. His use 
of cutting-edge, computer-aided design technology enabled him to translate 
poetic forms into reality.  With its interconnecting shapes of limestone, glass, 
and titanium, the resulting architecture is sculptural and expressionistic, yet 
seamlessly integrated into the urban context.

Identity
With the ability to tackle complex textures of frizzy, wavy, unruly locks, Smoothing Balm 
restructures hair into soft, touchable, polished hair styles.

• Liquid Vitality™ Complex (Acai Berry, Hibiscus, Mangosteen, Vitamin C)
 Anti-Aging and Soothing

• Liquid Defense™ Complex (Burdock Root, Oolong Tea, Irish Moss, Vegetable Protein)
 Provides proteins and moisture for strength and manageability

• Liquid Purity™ Complex (Lemongrass, Gooseberry, Organic Oatmeal, Golden Seal)
 Prevents build-up while protecting color and natural sheen

Fluoro Technology, also used in the popular Fluoro5 Elixer™ Restore & Repair Oil, delivers these 
high performance restorative, strengthening, color protecting and anti-aging ingredients into the 
hair’s core rather than leaving an oily surface.  Lightweight silicones smooth, soften and enhance 
shine, creating a polished, radiant look that doesn’t look weighed down or greasy.

• Get a smooth blow out or more refined texture  
 without struggle – less tension and stress on  
 the hair means reduced hair breakage

• Lightweight formula ensures hair will be   
 touchably soft, not stiff, crunchy, or oily

• A little goes a long way – use a small amount  
 and your style will last even in humidity


